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Correction of Particle Losses
This recommendation is based on the article of Wiedensohler et al. (2012).
Particle losses may practically occur in any part of a mobility particle size spectrometer. An important
mechanism is particle diffusion to walls e.g. inside of pipes, the DMA, aerosol dryer and bipolar
charger, especially for particles smaller than 100 nm in size. If particle losses in a particularly device
are known as a function of particle size, they can be corrected during the data post-processing. A
useful parameter to describe particle losses in any component of the mobility particle size
spectrometer is the method of “equivalent pipe length”. Particle losses by diffusion of different
components of the mobility particle size spectrometers are described by a straight pipe, which has
the same particle penetration (equivalent pipe length, see Table 1). The losses can thus be easily
computed for any particle size and flow rate from such an equivalent pipe length. Equivalent pipe
lengths of different devices and plumbing elements aligned in sequence can be simply added if they
are traversed by the same rate of aerosol flow. To ensure traceability of the data, any such
corrections need to be documented when submitting data to a data base.

Plumbing
Particle losses by diffusion in a straight pipe can be described by analytical formulas derived for the
laminar flow regime. For a developed laminar flow, these losses depend only on the pipe length, the
flow rate through the pipe, and the particle size. When designing a mobility particle size
spectrometer, it is advisable to use connecting pipes as short as possible, and as straight as possible.
Enhanced diffusional particle losses may occur in sampling pipes containing bends or elbows. These
enhanced particle losses increase with a decreasing radius of the bend or elbow. We estimated the
equivalent pipe length of a 90° bend based on the investigation of Wang et al. (2002). Using curves
with smooth radii instead of elbow joints will also reduce the opportunity for particle losses. It is very
essential that the plumbing consists of electrical conducting material, preferably stainless steel.
Experience has shown that non-conductive tubing (e.g. plastics) may remove a considerable fraction
of any charged particles by electrostatic forces.

Bipolar Diffusion Charger
Particle losses also occur inside bipolar diffusion chargers. The loss correction can be directly applied
based on the experimentally determined penetration efficiency. Alternatively, any experimental
penetration efficiency under a specific flow can be converted to an equivalent pipe length using the

diffusional deposition formula for laminar flow. Particle losses for sub-10 nm particles across 85Kr
bipolar diffusion chargers were measured for a TROPOS custom-made bipolar charger.

Differential Mobility Analyzer
Different DMA types exhibit different particle losses due to Brownian diffusion. The probability of a
particle penetrating through a DMA depends on the losses in the DMA inlet and outlet region as well
as on the transfer function in the DMA classification region. Short column lengths and high aerosol
and sheath air flows are general design features that minimize particle losses. Particle losses can be
either simulated by diffusional deposition models, or estimated experimentally. As with the bipolar
diffusion charger, the diffusional losses across different DMAs have been simulated by an equivalent
pipe length as given in Table 1.

Condensation Particle Counter
Each CPC may have a rather individual particle counting efficiency, which can be determined
experimentally. The size-dependent counting efficiency of an individual CPC depends on many
specific factors, such as CPC geometry, or the actual supersaturation profile inside the condenser. If
experimental data on the counting efficiency of a particular CPC are not available, the manufacturer’s
calibration curve can be applied with caution. Our recommendation is, however, to calibrate CPCs
individually against a reference instrument. Experience suggests that the performance of CPC
degrades typically after one year of continuous ambient measurements due to laser power
deterioration or contamination of the optics. When calibrating a CPC, particle losses inside the CPCs
are implicitly included in the measured counting efficiency.

Table 1: Recommended equivalent lengths taken from Wiedensohler et al. 2012
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